We consider tradeoffs between the query and update complexities for the (approximate) nearest neighbor problem on the sphere, extending the spherical filters recently introduced by [Becker-Ducas-GamaLaarhoven, SODA'16] to sparse regimes and generalizing the scheme and analysis to account for different tradeoffs. In a nutshell, for the sparse regime the tradeoff between the query complexity n ρq and update complexity n ρu for data sets of size n can be summarized by the following equation in terms of the approximation factor c and the exponents ρ q and ρ u :
For small c = 1 + ε, minimizing the time for updates leads to a linear space complexity at the cost of a query time complexity of approximately n 
Introduction
Approximate nearest neighbors (ANN). A central computational problem in many areas of research, such as machine learning, coding theory, pattern recognition, data compression, and cryptanalysis [Bis06, Dub10, DHS00, Her15, Laa15, MO15, SDI05] , is the nearest neighbor problem: given a d-dimensional data set D ⊂ R d of cardinality n, design a data structure and preprocess D in a way that, when later given a query vector q ∈ R d , we can quickly find a nearest vector to q in D. A common relaxation of this problem is the approximate nearest neighbor problem (ANN): given that the nearest neighbor in D lies at distance at most r from q, design an efficient algorithm that finds an element p ∈ D at distance at most c · r from q, for a given approximation factor c > 1. We will consider the case where d scales with n; for fixed d it is well-known that one can answer queries in timen ρ with ρ = o(1) with only a polynomial increase in the space complexity [AMN + 94].
ANN on the sphere. Depending on the notion of distance, different solutions have been proposed in the literature (e.g. [AHL01, DIIM04, GIM99, LRU14, WSSJ14]). In this work we will restrict out attention to the angular distance, where two vectors are considered nearby iff their common angle is small [AIL + 15, Cha02, Laa15, SSLM14, STS + 13]. This equivalently corresponds to spherical ANN under the 2 -norm, where the entire data set is assumed to lie on the Euclidean unit sphere. Recent work of Andoni and Razenshteyn [AR15a] showed how to reduce ANN in the entire Euclidean space to ANN on the sphere, which further motivates why finding optimal solutions for the spherical case is relevant. For spherical, lowdensity settings (n = 2 o(d) ), we will further focus on the random setting described in [AR15a] , where nearby corresponds to a Euclidean distance of r = 1 c √ 2 on the unit sphere (i.e. an angle θ = arccos(1 − 1/c 2 )) and far away corresponds to a distance c · r = √ 2 (angle ψ = 1 2 π).
Spherical locality-sensitive hashing. A well-known method for solving ANN in high dimensions is locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) [IM98] . Using locality-sensitive hash functions, with the property that nearby vectors are more likely to be mapped to the same output value than distant pairs of vectors, one builds several hash tables with buckets containing sets of vectors with the same hash value. To answer a query q, one computes q's hash values and checks the corresponding buckets in each of the hash tables for potential near neighbors. For spherical ANN in the random setting, two recent works [AR15a, AIL + 15] have shown how to solve ANN with query timeÕ(n ρ ) and spaceÕ(n 1+ρ ) with ρ =
For large c and n, this improved upon e.g. hyperplane LSH [Cha02] and Euclidean LSH [AI06] . Within the class of LSH algorithms, these results are known to be essentially optimal [AR15b, Dub10] .
Spherical locality-sensitive filters. Recently Becker-Ducas-Gama-Laarhoven [BDGL16] introduced spherical filters, which map the data set D to a subset D ⊆ D consisting of all points lying in a certain spherical cap. Filtering could be considered a relaxation of locality-sensitive hashing: for LSH a hash function is required to partition the space in regions, while for LSF this is not necessarily the case. Similar filtering constructions were previously proposed in [Dub10, MO15] . For dense data sets of size n = 2 Θ(d) , the approach of [BDGL16] led to a query exponent ρ < 1/(2c 2 − 1) for the random setting.
Asymmetric ANN. The exponents ρ described so far are all for balanced or symmetric ANN: both the time to answer a query and the time to insert/delete vectors from the data structure are then equal tõ O(n ρ ), and the time complexity for preprocessing the data and the total space complexity are both equal tõ O(n 1+ρ ). Depending on the application however, it may be desirable to obtain a different tradeoff between these costs. In some cases it may be beneficial to use even more space and more time for the preprocessing, so that queries can be answered even faster. In other cases, memory constraints might rule out the use of balanced parameters, in which case one has to settle for a lower space and update complexity and it would be interesting to know the best time complexity that can be achieved for a given space complexity. Finding optimal tradeoffs between the different costs of ANN is therefore essential for achieving the best performance in different contexts.
Smooth tradeoffs for asymmetric ANN. Various works have analyzed tradeoffs for ANN, among others using multi-probing in LSH to reduce the memory complexity at the cost of a higher query complexity [AIL + 15, AMM09, LJW + 07, Pan06]. However, most existing techniques either describe one particular tradeoff between the costs, or do not offer provable asymptotic bounds on the query and update exponent as the parameters increase. Recently Kapralov [Kap15] showed how to obtain smooth and provable asymptotic tradeoffs for Euclidean ANN, but as the exponents for the balanced setting are a factor 2 above the lower bound ρ ≥ 1/(2c 2 −1) for large c, it may be possible to improve upon these techniques not only for symmetric but also for asymmetric ANN.
Contributions.
In this work we extend the symmetric ANN technique of [BDGL16] for dense regimes to asymmetric ANN on the sphere for both sparse and dense regimes, showing how to obtain smooth and significantly improved tradeoffs between the query and update complexities compared to e.g. [Kap15, Pan06] in both the small c and large c regimes. For sparse settings, the tradeoff between the query complexity n ρq and the update complexity n ρu can essentially be summarized by the non-negative solution pairs (ρ u , ρ q ) ∈ R 2 to the following equation, which can be expressed either in terms of θ (left) or c (right) by substituting cos θ = 1 − 1/c 2 .
The space complexity for the preprocessed data, as well as the time for preprocessing the data, are both O(n 1+ρu ). The resulting tradeoffs for the random case for small and large c are illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 2 , and can be derived from (1) by substituting ρ u = 0 (minimize the space), ρ q = ρ u (balanced ANN), or ρ q = 0 (minimize the time), and computing Taylor expansions around c ∈ {1, ∞}.
Small approximation factors. In the regime of small c = 1 + ε, as described in Table 1 we obtain an update complexity n o(1) and space complexity n 1+o(1) with query complexity n 1−4ε 2 +O(ε 3 ) . This improves upon results of Kapralov, where a sublinear query complexity and a quasi-linear space complexity could only be achieved for approximation factors c > 1.73 [Kap15] . Balancing the complexities leads to asymptotic exponents ρ q = ρ u = 1/(2c 2 − 1), which means that both exponents scale as 1 − O(ε) for small c > Large approximation factors. For large c, both ρ q and ρ u are proportional to 1/c 2 , with leading constants 1/2 in the balanced regime, and leading constant 2 if the other complexity is minimized. This improves upon results from [Kap15] , whose leading constants are a factor 2 higher in all cases, and matches the lower bound on the space complexity of n Ω(1/c 2 ) of [PTW08] for query complexities n o(1) .
High-density regime. Finally, for data sets of size n = 2 Θ(d) , we obtain improved tradeoffs between the query and update complexities compared to results obtained using locality-sensitive hashing, even for balanced settings. We show that also for this harder problem we obtain query exponents less than 1 regardless of the tradeoff, while a query exponent 0 is impossible to achieve with our methods.
Outline.
In Section 2 we describe preliminary notation and results regarding spherical filters. Section 3 describes asymptotic tradeoffs for the sparse regime of n = 2 o(d) , and Section 4 then discusses the application of these techniques to the dense regime of n = 2 Θ(d) . Section 5 concludes with a discussion on extending our methods to slightly different problems, and open problems for future work.
General expressions
Balance costs (β = 1)
Minimize time (β = 1/ cos θ)
Table 1: The extreme points of our asymptotic tradeoffs. Answering a query takes timeÕ(n ρq ), updates takeÕ(n ρu ) operations, and the space/preprocessing complexities areÕ(n 1+ρu ). Lower order terms which tend to 0 as d, n → ∞ are omitted for clarity. The colors match those used in Figure 2 .
Euclidean inner product. We denote the unit sphere in R d by S d−1 = {x ∈ R d : x = 1} and half-spaces by H u,α := {x ∈ R d : u, x ≥ α}. For constants α, α 1 , α 2 ∈ (0, 1) and vectors u, u 1 , u 2 ∈ S d−1 we denote spherical caps and wedges by C u,α :
For analyzing the performance of spherical filters, we would like to know the volumes of these objects in high dimensions. The following asymptotic estimates can be found in [BDGL16, MV10] , where
2.2 Symmetric spherical filters in the dense regime.
We now continue with a brief description of the algorithm of Becker-Ducas-Gama-Laarhoven [BDGL16] for solving dense ANN on the sphere. 
We denote the resulting set of vectors by the code C. The ideas behind this construction are that (1) this code C behaves as a set of t random unit vectors in S d−1 , where the difference with a completely random code is negligible for large parameters [BDGL16, Theorem 5.1]; and (2) the additional structure hidden in C allows us to decode faster than with a linear search. The parameter t will be specified later.
Preprocessing. Next, given D ⊂ S d−1 , we consider each point p ∈ D one by one and compute its relevant filters Update(p) := {c ∈ C : p, c ≥ α}. Naively finding these filters by a linear search over all filters would cost timeÕ(t), but as described in [BDGL16] this can be done in time O(|Update(p i )|) due to the hidden additional structure in the code 3 . Finally, we store all vectors in the respective filter buckets B 1 , . . . , B t , where p is stored in B j iff c j ∈ Update(p). The parameter α will be specified later.
Answering a query. To find neighbors for a query vector q, we compute its relevant filters Query(q) := {c ∈ C : q, c ≥ α} in time proportional to the size of this set. Then, we visit all these buckets in our data structure, and compare q to all vectors p in these buckets. The cost of this step is proportional to the number of vectors colliding with q in these filters, and the success probability of answering a query depends on the probability that two nearby vectors are found due to a collision.
Updating the data structure (optional). In certain applications, it may further be important that one can efficiently update the data structure when D is changed. Inserting or removing a vector p from the buckets is done by computing Update(p) in time proportional to |Update(p)|, and inserting/removing the vector from the corresponding buckets. Note that by e.g. keeping buckets sorted in lexicographic order, updates in one bucket can be done in timeÕ(log n) = d O(1) .
Correctness. To prove that this filtering construction works for certain parameters α and t, two properties are crucial: the code C needs to be efficiently decodable, and C must be sufficiently smooth on S d−1 in the sense that collision probabilities are essentially equal to those of uniformly random codes C ⊂ S d−1 . These two properties were proved in [BDGL16, Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.1] respectively.
Asymmetric spherical filters for sparse regimes
To convert the spherical filter construction described above to the low-density regime, we need to make sure that the overhead remains negligible in n. Note that costs t 1/m = t 1/ log d are considered n o(1) in [BDGL16] as t = 2 Θ(d) and n = 2 Θ(d) . In the sparse setting of n = 2 Θ(d/ log d) , this may no longer be the case 4 . To overcome this potential issue, we set m = O(log
Increasing m means that the code C becomes less smooth, but a detailed inspection of the proof of [BDGL16, Thm. 5.1] shows that also for m = log O(1) d the code is sufficiently smooth on S d−1 . To allow for tradeoffs between the query/update complexities, we introduce two parameters α q and α u for querying and updating the database. This means that we redefine Query(q) := {c ∈ C : q, c ≥ α q } and Update(p) := {c ∈ C : p, c ≥ α u } where α q , α u ∈ (0, 1) are to be chosen later. Smaller parameters mean that more filters are contained in these sets, so intuitively α q < α u means more time is spent on queries, while α q > α u means more time is spent on updates and less time on queries.
Random sparse instances.
For studying the sparse regime of n = 2 o(d) , we will consider the random model of [AR15a, AIL + 15] defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Random θ-ANN in the sparse regime). Given an angle θ ∈ (0, 1 2 π), a query q ∈ R d , and a data set D of size n = 2 o(d) , the θ-ANN problem is defined as the problem of either finding a point p ∈ D with φ(p, q) ≤ 1 2 π, or concluding that w.h.p. no vector p ∈ D exists with φ(p, q) ≤ θ.
Note that for angles ψ = 1 2 π − δ where δ > 0 is fixed independently of d and n, a random point u on the sphere covers a fraction (1 − O(δ 2 )) d = 2 −Θ(d) of the sphere with points at angle at most ψ from u. Together, n = 2 o(d) points therefore cover a fraction of at most t · 2 −Θ(d) = 2 −Θ(d) of the sphere. For a query q sampled uniformly at random from the sphere, with high probability it is far away from all n points, i.e. at angle at least ψ from D. In other words, we expect that there is a significant gap between the angle with the (planted) nearest neighbor, and the angle with all other vectors, in which case solving ANN with small approximation factor is actually equivalent to solving the exact NN problem.
If we were to define the notion of "far away" as being at some angle ψ < 1 2 π from q, and we somehow expect that a significant part of the data set lies at angle at most ψ from q, then the data set and queries are apparently concentrated on one part of the sphere and their distribution is not spherically symmetric. If this is indeed the case, then this knowledge may be exploited using data-dependent ANN techniques [WSSJ14], and such techniques may be preferred over data-independent filters.
Figure 1: The geometry of spherical filters. A vector p is inserted into/deleted from a filter u with probability proportional to C(α u ), over the randomness of sampling u at random from S d−1 ; a filter u is queried for nearest neighbors for q with probability C(α q ); and a vector p at angle φ from q is found as a candidate nearest neighbor in one of the filters with probability proportional to W(α q , α u , φ).
Main result.
Before describing the analysis that leads to the optimized parameter choices, we state the main result for the random, sparse setting described above, in terms of the nearby angle θ.
Theorem 1. Let θ ∈ (0, 1 2 π) and let β ∈ [cos θ, 1/ cos θ]. Then using parameters α q = β (2 log n)/d and α u = (2 log n)/d we can solve the θ-ANN problem on the sphere with query/update exponents:
The resulting algorithm has a query time complexityÕ(n ρq ), an update time complexityÕ(n ρu ), a preprocessing time complexityÕ(n 1+ρq ), and a total space complexity ofÕ(n 1+ρq ).
This result can equivalently be expressed in terms of c, by replacing θ = arccos(1 − 1/c 2 ). In that case, θ ∈ (0, ], and we get
Due to the simple dependence of these expressions on β, we can easily compute β as a function of ρ u and θ (or c), and substitute this expression for β into ρ q to express ρ q in terms of ρ u and θ (or c):
From these expressions we can derive both Table 1 and Figure 2 by substituting appropriate values for ρ q , ρ u , β and computing Taylor expansions around c = 1 and c = ∞.
Cost analysis.
We now proceed with a proof of Theorem 1, by analyzing the costs of different steps of the filtering process in terms of the spherical cap heights α q and α u and the angle of nearby vectors θ, and optimizing the parameters accordingly. The analysis will be done in terms of θ.
Updating the data structure. The probability that a filter is considered for updates is equal to the probability that p, c ≥ α u for random c, which is proportional to C(α u ) (cf. Figure 1) . The size of Update(p) ⊆ C and the time required to compute this set with efficient decoding [BDGL16, Algorithm 1] are of the order t · C(α u ). The total preprocessing time comes down to repeating this procedure n times, and the total space complexity is also equal to n · t · C(α u ). (We only store non-empty buckets.)
Answering a query. The probability that a filter is considered for query q is of the order C(α q ) (cf. Figure 1) , and the size of Query(p) is of the order t · C(α q ). After finding the relevant buckets, we go through a number of collisions with distant vectors before (potentially) finding a near neighbor. The probability that distant vectors collide in a filter is proportional to W(α q , α u , 1 2 π) (cf. Figure 1) , so the number of comparisons for all t filters and all n distant vectors isÕ(n · t · W(α q , α u , 1 2 π)).
Choosing the number of filters. Note that the probability that a nearby vector at angle at most θ from a query q collides with q in a random filter is proportional to W(α q , α u , θ). By the union bound, the probability that two nearby vectors collide in at least one filter is at least t · W(α q , α u , θ). To make sure that nearby vectors are found with constant probability (say 90%), we set t ∝ 1/W(α q , α u , θ). With the choice of t fixed in terms of α q , α u , θ and the above cost analysis in mind, the following table gives an overview of the asymptotic costs of spherical filtering in random, sparse settings.
Quantity
Costs for general αq, αu, θ 3.4 Balancing the query costs.
Next, note that answering a query consists of two steps: find the α q -relevant filters, and go through all candidate near neighbors in these buckets. To obtain an optimal balance between these costs (with only a polynomial difference in d in the time complexities), we must have 
This choice of α u guarantees that the query costs are balanced. As α q will have a similar scaling to α u , we set α q = β · α u for β to be chosen later. Note that α q , α u = o(1) implies that the corresponding spherical caps (cf. Figure 1 ) are almost-hemispheres, similar to spherical LSH [AR15a] . However, in our case the parameters scale as
Explicit costs. With α u fixed and the relation between α q and α u expressed in terms of β, we now evaluate the costs for large d and n = exp O( d log d ) in terms of β and θ. Using Taylor expansions we get:
log C(α u ) log n
Combining these expressions, we can derive asymptotics for all of the costs related to the filtering algorithm.
For the query/update exponents we then obtain the expressions given in Theorem 1.
Optimal parameter range.
Note that the best complexities are obtained by choosing β ∈ [cos θ, 1/ cos θ]; beyond this range, complexities are strictly worse. Taking inverses in this range, we get:
Isolating √ ρ q then leads to (1), while (9) also shows how to choose β to achieve given complexities.
Asymmetric spherical filters for dense regimes
We now revisit the dense regime of data sets of size n = 2 Θ(d) , as previously analyzed in [BDGL16] for symmetric ANN. We will again use two parameters α q , α u ∈ [0, 1] where the optimization now leads to a slightly different, more refined result, depending on the chosen tradeoff.
Random dense instances.
To study the dense regime, we consider the following model.
Definition 2 (Random θ-ANN in the dense regime). Given an angle θ ∈ (0, 1 2 π), a query q ∈ R d , and a data set D of n = 2 Θ(d) points sampled uniformly at random from S d−1 , the random θ-ANN problem is defined as the problem of either finding a point p ∈ D with φ(p, q) ≤ θ, or concluding that with high probability no vector p ∈ D exists with φ(p, q) ≤ θ.
At first sight, the above definition does not seem to correspond to an approximate, but to an exact nearest neighbor instance. However, we made a critical assumption on D here: we assume that these points are sampled uniformly at random from the sphere. This seems to be a natural assumption in various applications (see e.g. [Her15, Laa15, MO15]), and this implies that in fact many of the points in the data set lie at angle approximately 1 2 π from q. As a result the problem is significantly easier than e.g. the worst-case ANN setting with c ≈ 1, where the entire data set might lie at angle θ + δ from q.
For comparing this problem with the sparse setting of Section 3, observe that this dense problem is harder : uniformly random points on the sphere (of which roughly half has angle less than 1 2 π with q) are more likely to cause collisions than orthogonal points to q. The number of collisions with distant vectors will therefore increase, and we expect the query and update exponents to be larger. This was also observed in e.g. [BDGL16, BL15, Laa15, LdW15] , where the exponent for lattice sieving with other ANN techniques would have been smaller if one could only assume that far away means orthogonal.
Note that we could also extend the analysis of Section 3 to the dense regime simply by fixing the distant angle at ψ = π 2 . In that case, similar to [BDGL16] , both the query and update exponents will become smaller compared to the low-density regime as the problem becomes easier. However, such an assumption would imply that the data set is not spherically symmetric and is concentrated on one part of the sphere, in which case data-dependent methods may be preferred [LRU14, WSSJ14] .
Density reduction and the critical density.
As D is sampled at random from S d−1 , a point p ∈ D is close to q with probability proportional to (sin θ) d . With n points, we expect to find approximately n · (sin θ) d nearby neighbors p ∈ D. For n (sin θ) −d , nearby vectors are rare, and we are essentially solving the exact (decisional) nearest neighbor problem with high probability. On the other hand, if n (sin θ) −d , then we expect there to be many (n O(1) ) solutions p ∈ D with φ(p, q) ≤ θ.
In our analysis we will focus on the case where n =Õ((sin θ) −d ): there might not be any near neighbors in D at all, but if there is one, we want to find it. For the regime n (sin θ) −d , we can reduce this problem to a regime with a lower density n =Õ((sin θ) −d ) through a simple transformation:
• Run the (approximate) nearest neighbor algorithm on this subset D .
By choosing the hidden factor inside n sufficiently large, with high probability there will be a solution in this smaller subset D as well, which our algorithm will find with high probability. This means that in our cost analysis, we can then simply replace n by n to obtain the asymptotic complexities after this density reduction step. We denote the regime n ∝ (sin θ) −d as the critical density.
Note that if we are given a random data set of size n, then we expect the nearest neighbor to a random query q ∈ S d−1 to lie at angle θ ≈ arcsin(n −1/d ) from q; for larger angles we will find many solutions, while for smaller angles w.h.p. there are no solutions at all (except for planted near neighbor instances (outliers) which are not random on the sphere). This further motivates why the critical density is important, as θ ≈ arcsin(n −1/d ) commonly corresponds to solving the exact nearest neighbor problem for random data sets. Setting θ arcsin(n −1/d ) then corresponds to searching for outliers.
Main result.
We first state the main result for the random, dense setting described above without making any assumptions on the density. A derivation of Theorem 2 can be found in Appendix B.
Theorem 2. Let θ ∈ (0, 1 2 π) and let β ∈ [cos θ, 1/ cos θ]. Then using parameters α q = β 1 − n −2/d and α u = 1 − n −2/d we can solve the dense θ-ANN problem on the sphere with exponents:
Note that in the limit of n 1/d → 1, corresponding to sparse data sets, we obtain the expressions from Theorem 1. This matches our intuition that taking n points uniformly at random from the sphere with n = 2 o(d) roughly means that all points have angle ψ = 1 2 π with a query q, as described in Section 3.1.
Critical densities.
As a special case of the above result, we focus on the regime of n ∝ (sin θ) −d . The following result shows the complexities obtained after substituting this density into Theorem 2. Corollary 1. Let θ ∈ (0, 1 2 π), let β ∈ [cos θ, 1/ cos θ], and let n = (1/ sin θ) d . Then using parameters α q = β cos θ and α u = cos θ, the complexities in Theorem 2 reduce to:
To obtain further intuition into the above results, let us consider the limits obtained by setting β ∈ {cos θ, 1, 1/ cos θ}. For β = cos θ, we obtain exponents of the order:
Balancing the complexities is done by setting β = 1, in which case we obtain the asymptotic expressions:
To minimize the query complexity, we would ideally set β = 1/ cos θ, as then the query exponent approaches 0 for large n. However, one can easily verify that substituting β = 1/ cos θ into (12) leads to a denominator of 0, i.e. the update costs and the space complexities blow up as β approaches 1/ cos θ. To get an idea of how the update complexity scales in terms of the query complexity, we set ρ q = δ and we compute a Taylor expansion around δ = 0 for ρ u to obtain:
In other words, for fixed angles θ, to achieve ρ q = δ the parameter ρ u scales as log(1/δ). Note that except for the latter result, we can substitute cos θ = 1 − 1/c 2 and c = 1 + ε, and compute a Taylor series expansion of these expressions around ε = 0 to obtain the expressions in Table 1 for small c = 1 + ε. This matches our intuition that θ → 1 2 π for random data sets corresponds to θ ≈ 1 2 π for sparse settings. Finally, we observe that substituting θ = 1 3 π, for a minimum space complexity we obtain ρ q = log( 5 4 )/ log( 4 3 ), while balancing both costs leads to ρ q = ρ u = log( 9 8 )/ log( 4 3 ). These results match those derived in [BDGL16] for the application to sieving for finding shortest lattice vectors.
Discussion and open problems
We conclude this work with a brief discussion on how the described methods can possibly be extended and modified to solve other problems and to obtain a better performance in practical applications.
Probing sequences. In LSH, a common technique to reduce the space complexity, or to reduce the number of false negatives, is to use probing [AIL + 15, LJW + 07, Pan06]: one does not only check exact matches in the hash tables for reductions, but also approximate matches which are still more likely to contain near neighbors than random buckets. Efficiently being able to define a probing sequence of all buckets, in order of likelihood of containing near neighbors, can be useful both in theory and in practice.
For spherical filters, an optimal probing sequence is obtained by sorting the filters (code words) according to their inner products with the target vector. Due to the large number of buckets t, computing and sorting all filter buckets is too costly, but for practical applications we can do the following. We first choose a sequence 1 = α 0 > α 1 > · · · > α T , and then given a target t we apply our decoding algorithm to find all code words c ∈ C with c, t ∈ (α 1 , α 0 ]. The corresponding buckets are the most likely to contain nearby vectors. If this does not result in a nearest neighbor, we apply our decoding algorithm to find code words c ∈ C with c, t ∈ (α 2 , α 1 ], and we repeat the above procedure until e.g. we are convinced that no solution exists. For constant T , the overhead of this repeated decoding is small.
To implement the search for finding code words c ∈ C with c, t ∈ (α low , α u ] efficiently, we can use Algorithm 1 in Appendix C. The most costly step of this decoding algorithm is computing and sorting all blockwise inner products c k,j , t k , but note that these computations have to be performed only once; later calls to this function with different intervals (α i+1 , α i ] can reuse these sorted lists.
Ruling out false negatives. An alternative to using probing sequences to make sure that there are no false negatives, is to construct a scheme which guarantees that there are never any false negatives at all (see e.g. [Pag16] ). In the filtering framework, this corresponds to using codes C such that it is guaranteed that nearby vectors always collide in one of the filters. In other words, for each pair of points p, q on the sphere at angle θ, the corresponding wedge W p,αu,q,αq must contain a code word c ∈ C. Note that with our random construction we can only show that with high probability, this is the case.
For spherical filters, codes guaranteeing this property correspond to spherical codes such that all possible wedges W p,αu,q,αq for p, q ∈ S d−1 contain at least one code word c ∈ C. For α q = α u = α, note that at the middle of such a wedge lies a point y = (p + q)/ p + q at angle θ/2 from both p and q. If a code is not covering and allows for false negatives, then there are no code words at angle 1 2 θ − arccos α from y. In particular, the covering radius of the code (the smallest angle ψ such that spheres of angle ψ around all code words cover the entire sphere) is therefore larger than 1 2 θ − arccos α. Equivalently, being able to construct spherical codes of low cardinality with covering radius at most 1 2 θ − arccos α implies being able to construct a spherical filtering scheme without false negatives.
As we make crucial use of concatenated codes C = C 1 × · · · × C m to allow for efficient decoding, covering codes without efficient decoding algorithms cannot be used for C. Instead, one might aim at using such covering codes for the subcodes: if all subcodes C i have covering radius at most Sparse codes for efficiency. As described in e.g. [Ach01, BDGL16, LHC06] , it is sometimes possible to use sparse, rather than fully random codes without losing on the performance of a nearest neighbor scheme. Using sparse subcodes C i might further reduce the overhead of decoding (computing blockwise inner products). For this we could either use randomly sampled sparse subcodes, but one might also consider using codes which are guaranteed to be "smooth" on the sphere and have a small covering radius. Similar to Leech lattice LSH [AI06] , one might consider using vectors from the Leech lattice in 24 dimensions to define the subcodes. Asymptotically in our construction the block size d/m needs to scale with d, and fixing d/m = 24 would invalidate the proof of smoothness of [BDGL16, Theorem 5.1], but in practice both n and d are fixed, and only practical assessments can show whether predetermined spherical codes can be used to obtain an even better performance.
Optimality of the tradeoff. An interesting open problem for future work is determining precise bounds on the best tradeoff that one can possibly hope to achieve in the sparse regime. Since our tradeoff matches various known bounds in the regimes of small and large approximation factors c [AIP06, And09, KOR00, PTW08, PTW10] and no LSH scheme can improve upon our results in the balanced setting [AR15b, Dub10] , and since the tradeoff can be described through a remarkably simple relation (especially when described in terms of θ), we conjecture that this tradeoff is optimal. Conjecture 1. Any algorithm for sparse θ-ANN on the sphere must satisfy √ ρ q + √ ρ u · cos θ ≥ sin θ.
As a first step, one might try to (dis)prove this conjecture within the LSH framework, similar to various other works focusing on lower bounds for schemes that fall in this category [MNP07, OWZ14] .
Extension to Euclidean spaces. As mentioned in the introduction, Andoni and Razenshteyn showed how to reduce ANN in Euclidean spaces to (sparse) random ANN on the sphere in the symmetric case, using LSH techniques [AR15a] . An important open problem for future work is to see whether the techniques and the reduction described in [AR15a] are compatible with locality-sensitive filters, and with asymmetric nearest neighbor techniques such as those presented in this paper. If this is possible, then our results may also be applicable to all of d 2 , rather than only to the angular distance on R d or to Euclidean distances on the unit sphere S d−1 .
Combination with cross-polytope LSH. Finally, the recent paper [AIL + 15] showed how cross-polytope hashing (previously introduced by Terasawa and Tanaka [TT07]) is asymptotically equally suitable for solving Euclidean nearest neighbor problems on the sphere (and for the angular distance) as the approach of spherical LSH of using large, completely random codes on the sphere [AR15a] . Advantages of cross-polytope LSH over spherical LSH are that they have a much smaller size (allowing for faster decoding), and that cross-polytope hash functions can be efficiently rerandomized using sparse and fast random projections such as Fast Hadamard Transforms [AIL + 15]. In that sense, cross-polytope LSH offers a significant practical improvement over spherical LSH.
The approach of using spherical filters is very similar to spherical LSH: large, random (sub)codes are used to define regions on the sphere. A natural question is therefore whether ideas analogous to cross-polytope hashing can be used in combination with spherical filters, to reduce the subexponential overhead in d for decoding to an overhead which is only polynomial in d. This is also left as an open problem for further research. A Tradeoff figure in the sparse regime 
B Analysis for dense regimes
To derive the complexities for the dense regime of n = 2 Θ(d) , we follow the same approach as for the sparse regime of n = 2 o(d) , but without making the assumption that e.g. n 1/d = 1 + o(1).
B.1 General expressions.
First, we observe that the cost analysis described in Section 3 applies in the dense setting as well, with the modification that we no longer assume that q is orthogonal to all of D (except for a potential nearest neighbor). The update and query costs remain the same as before in terms of t and the volumes C(·) and W(·), but to obtain the number of collisions with distant vectors, we take a different angle. First, observe that each vector is added toÕ(t · C(α u )) filters, and that we have n vectors, leading toÕ(n · t · C(α u )) total entries in the filters orÕ(n · t · C(α u )) entries in each filter 5 . For a given vector q, we then queryÕ(t · C(α q )) buckets for nearest neighbors. In total, we therefore expect to findÕ(n · t · C(α u ) · C(α q )) colliding vectors for a query vector. Again setting t ∝ 1/W(α q , α u , θ) to make sure that nearby vectors are found with constant probability, we obtain the following updated table of the asymptotic costs of spherical filtering in random, dense settings.
Quantity
Costs for αq, αu, θ B.2 Balancing the query costs.
Next, to make sure that the query costs are balanced, and not much more time is spent on looking for relevant filters rather than actually doing comparisons, we again look for parameters such that these costs are balanced. In this case we want to solve the asymptotic equation C(α q ) = n · C(α q ) · C(α u ) or C(α u ) = (1 − α 2 u ) d/2 = 1/n. Solving for α u leads to α u = 1 − n −2/d leading to the parameter choice described in Theorem 2. For now we again set α q = β · α u with β to be chosen later.
B.3 Explicit costs.
We now evaluate the costs for large d and n = 2 Θ(d) , in terms of the ratio β between the two parameters α q and α u , and the nearby angle θ. This leads to C(α u ) = 1/n and:
Combining these expressions, we can then derive asymptotic estimates for all of the costs of the algorithm. For the query and update exponents ρ q = log[C(α q )/W(α q , α u , θ)]/ log n and ρ u = log[C(α u )/W(α q , α u , θ)]/ log n we then obtain:
ρ u = −d 2 log n log 1 − 1 − n −2/d 1 + β 2 − 2β cos θ sin 2 θ − 1.
These are also the expressions given in Theorem 2.
B.4 Optimal parameter range.
We observe that again the best exponents ρ q and ρ u are obtained by choosing β ∈ [cos θ, 1/ cos θ]; beyond this range, the complexities are strictly worse. This completes the derivation of Theorem 2.
